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2. DEFICIENCY ACTION PLAN
The purpose of this chapter is to document system-wide improvement accomplishments and planned
levee improvements and justification on how the SWIF implementation strategy optimizes flood risk
reduction in accordance with Policy Development and Implementation of System-Wide Improvement
Frameworks (USACE 2011). Many of the identified levee deficiencies are based on Corps of Engineers
eligibility inspections criteria under the Levee Rehabilitation and Inspection Program (RIP) (USACE 2014).
The Deficiency Action Plan (DAP) includes current deficiencies and levee performance concerns
associated with Lower Green River levees enrolled within the PL 84-99 levee program and the King
County Flood Control District’s proposed corrective actions. The Deficiency Action Plan (DAP) has been
updated based on the levee inspections conducted in March 2018.
Table 2-1 below is an excerpt from the 2014 USACE Interim Policy that describes the rating system for
individual inspection items, overall segment rating and eligibility for rehabilitation assistance under the
PL 84-99 program.
Table 2-1 USACE Inspection Rating System

Inspection of Flood Damage Reduction Segments / Systems
(Corps of Engineers 2014 Interim Policy for Rehabilitation Program)
Individual Inspection Item/Component Ratings
Acceptable Item (A)
The inspected item is in
satisfactory condition,
with no deficiencies, and
will function as intended
during the next flood
event.

Minimally Acceptable Item (M)
The inspected item has one or more
minor deficiencies that need to be
corrected. The minor deficiency or
deficiencies will not seriously impair
the functioning of the item as
intended during the next flood event.

Unacceptable Item (U)
The inspected item has one or more
serious deficiencies that
need to be corrected. The serious
deficiency or deficiencies will
seriously impair the functioning of the
item as intended during
the next flood event.

Overall Segment / System Ratings:
Acceptable System
All items or components
are rated as Acceptable.
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Minimally Acceptable System
One or more items are rated as
minimally acceptable or one or more
items are rated as unacceptable and
an engineering determination
concludes that the unacceptable items
would not prevent the segment /
system from performing as intended
during the next flood event.
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Unacceptable System
One or more items are rated as
unacceptable and would prevent the
segment / system from performing as
intended, or a serious deficiency noted in
past inspections (which had previously
resulted in a minimally acceptable system
rating) has not been corrected within the
established timeframe, not to exceed two
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years.

Eligibility for PL 84-99 Rehabilitation Assistance:
If the Overall System
Rating is Acceptable
The system is active in the
RIP and eligible for PL 8499 rehabilitation
assistance.

If the Overall System Rating is
Minimally Acceptable
The system is Active in the RIP during
the time that it takes to make needed
corrections. Active systems are eligible
for rehabilitation assistance. However,
if the sponsor does not present USACE
with proof that serious deficiencies
(which had previously resulted in a
minimally acceptable system
rating) were corrected within the
established timeframe, then the
system will become Inactive in the RIP.

If the Overall System Rating is
Unacceptable
The system is Inactive in the RIP, and the
status will remain inactive until the
sponsor presents USACE with proof that
all items rated unacceptable have been
corrected. Inactive systems are ineligible
for rehabilitation assistance.

While many of the deficiencies identified during the routine and periodic inspections are items that can
be corrected through one-time actions, four types of deficiencies require routine and ongoing inspection
and maintenance. Programmatic activities including vegetation management, animal burrow inspection
and management and outfall inspections and maintenance are addressed in Chapter 4 and are not
included in the tables within this chapter. This chapter focuses on actionable items and monitoring
related to all other inspection categories including slope stability, depressions, erosion, and
encroachments. The exception to this is if there is an Unacceptable rating related to a programmatic
item such as an outfall or animal burrow where proposed action is noted in the Chapter 2 tables.
Planned corrective action to address these items will occur through maintenance repairs or through
capital project implementation.

2.1. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO ADDRESS RISK AND LEVEE
IMPROVEMENTS
Summary tables were prepared for each of the levee segments where work has been completed and/or
where there are items to be monitored or that currently have unresolved deficiencies that are either
Minimally Acceptable (M) or Unacceptable (U). Each table includes accomplishments during the 2018
reporting period (Completed), current status and planned actionable items. In many cases the current
status is to continue monitoring. The monitor status category is further broken out by the type action;
(Monitor) where monitoring is currently the only planned action and a category where monitoring is
ongoing and a capital project is planned (CIP) (Monitor-CIP). The final status category is unresolved
(Unresolved). This category includes additional detail about planned actions to address the levee
concern or inspection deficiency item . The tables also indicate if the item is a new inspection item
identified during the 2018 inspections. In a number of instances the municipality has responsibility for
the actionable item and is so noted in the table. Based on accomplishments since submittal of the
Interim SWIF and the 2018 levee inspections, which revealed a number of new inspection items of
concern, there are a total of three Unacceptable inspection items and 20 Minimally Acceptable items.
King County, Washington
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2.2. PL 84-99 LEVEE SYSTEMS & STATUS
2.2.1. LEVEE SYSTEM #1
The Tukwila 205 (Tukwila) levee is located on the left bank of the Lower Green River between RM 12.45
and RM 16.77 within the City of Tukwila. The levee is a complete system protects residential,
commercial and industrial property. The levee was constructed in 1964 and last modified to its current
height and configuration as part of a federally authorized project (Section 205 of the Flood Control Act
of 1948, as amended) by the Corps of Engineers in 1992.). The Tukwila levee was damaged and repaired
in 1990, 1992, 1995, 1996, 1997, 2003, 2005,
2008, and 2009.
The city of Tukwila is currently completing
technical studies in support of getting the
Tukwila 205 levee certified and ultimately
accredited by FEMA. This work is proceeding
under four phases. The Tukwila Levee
Accreditation Phase 1 – Engineering Analyses
and Improvement Identification evaluated the
certification of the Tukwila 205 Levee in
accordance with FEMA requirements. Of the
levee certification criteria, embankment and
foundation stability pose the most significant
obstacle to accreditation with many segments
not meeting the certification
requirements. Other certification concerns are relatively minor. For example, only 2,000 feet of levee
are below the minimum freeboard elevation, and then typically only on the order of inches. Phase 2 of
this effort will include a characterization of the levee in 100 foot sections. For those sections of the
levee that cannot be certified in the current state, Phase 2 will evaluate construction options and select
a preferred conceptual cross-section and provide a planning level estimate. Phase 2 is scheduled for
completion in March, 2019. The construction repair for each deficient section of the levee will then
move into design, permitting, and construction in Phase 3. Phase 4 will provide the documentation
necessary to certify the Tukwila 205 Levee.
Aquatic habitat in this area is degraded. Riparian habitat is degraded, of low quality and consists
predominantly of impervious surfaces, non-native shrubs (mostly invasive blackberry), grasses, some
trees, and bare earth. There is less than 10% tree cover which is concentrated in one patch adjacent to a
storm water pond located at RM 13.9. According to the Muckleshoot Tribe’s Lower Green River solar
radiation priorities mapping (2013), approximately 50% of the levee system’s shoreline is considered a
high priority for achieving additional shoreline shade trees, as it is a west bank with several southern
exposures around its bends.
The Tukwila Levee was inspected in March 2018 by USACE personnel in conjunction with . The City of
Tukwila, as local sponsor, and King County staff . Previous inspection reports noted; many areas of the
Tukwila Levee that have very steep riverward slopes (1.25H:1V to 1.33H:1V). There were nine noted
locations of particularly steep riverward slopes in the 2017 inspections. Visible depressions in the
riverward slope, typically associated with erosion and bank caving were noted in two locations. Based on
King County, Washington
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the 2018 inspections/inspection reports; These areas have not shown further signs of instability (slides,
sloughs, tension cracking, slope depressions, or bulges) and have been upgraded to Acceptable but are
recommended to be monitored for slope stability issues.
As part of the Interim SWIF a number of site assessments were completed for Tukwila related to slope
stability deficiencies and one related to erosion at the levee toe. These are each in a section of the levee
system that is proposed to be corrected through implementation of a capital project. The 2018
inspections changed each of these to typical condition. Several other site assessments completed were
related to three culverts; monitoring is recommended for two of these areas and a repair was
completed for a the third area in 2018 by the City of Tukwila. This culvert repair included removing
impacting tree roots and then lining the pipe.
Five inspection deficiency items were resolved during 2016 and 2017. Five additional items were
resolved during 2018. This included resolution of one Unacceptable item where there was concern
related to a low area where the levee terminates. Survey information verified that the levee elevation
was sufficient. The other two Minimally Acceptable rated items resolved included a repair of an over
steepened bank and removal of trailers and storage boxes from the levee inspection easement area.
King County completed the repair in the spring of 2018 at the Gunter site where approximately 40 feet
had an over steepened slope on the riverward embankment near the levee crest. The repair extends
from RM 16.7 to 16.63 and addresses concerns as identified in the DAP and improves resiliency. The
inspection report included a second Unacceptable item, located at RM 15.85, is a 12-inch CMP with
flapgate that was discovered in 2018 after erosion of a silt bench. This was noted as the highest priority
item to investigate in the Tukwila inspection report. In response, King County completed video
inspection of the pipe to verify the condition and did not observe any deficiencies. King County met
with USACE staff in the fall of 2018 and changed this inspection item to monitor.
The 2018 unresolved inspection items at the Tukwila levee include seven items, including one
Unacceptable item. The Unacceptable item includes an encroachment where there is a cut trench
perpendicular to the levee that has been backfilled with overburden and the overburden is covered
with ecology blocks. The City of Tukwila continues to work with the property owner to resolve. Not
included in the table below, but addressed in Chapter 4 are 20-30 animal burrows identified on the
landward slope of the Tukwila levee in vicinity of RM 14.89 which were rated as Unacceptable, but
resolved.
The Corps of Engineers has a repair planned for 2019 related to toe erosion from a scour hole where a
large tree toppled into the river. Planned capital projects for the Tukwila levee include Gaco-Mitchell
at RM 15.55-15.88, Ratolo at RM 14.6-14.75 and Christensen at RM 13.4-13.58. Additional information
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on these capital projects can be found in Chapter 3. The proposed levee improvement action plan for
this levee would correct slope stability issues along the levee.
Table 2-2 Tukwila 2018 Inspection & Status
Levee Name: Tukwila
DAP Items

M

U

Total

Completed in 2018

3

2

5

Encroachment

1

1

1

1

Relocated trailers and storage boxes away from levee easement. (2017 Unresolved item)

Slope Stability
Repaired oversteepened slope along riverward side of levee (Gunter) near levee crown near RM 16.66. (2017 Unresolved item)

1

Other (Specify in Remarks)

2

3

Damaged culvert discharge pipe at RM 13.25 repaired by City of Tukwila (2017 Unresolved Item)(Rated M)
12-inch CMP with flapgate at RM 15.85 discovered in 2018 had inspection and CCTV performed in 2018. No deficiencies observed. (Rated U)
KC provided survey information that verified cross levee berm that terminates at road, Southcenter Parkway has sufficient elevation.

Monitor

1

1

Erosion

1

1

Long-time historical area with toe erosion. County survey revealed 1.6(H):1(V) slope in 2018

Slope Stability
Approximately 300 feet of steep riverward slope at RM 16.437 (Rated A)
Monitor narrow crown for cracks and other signs of distress at RM 13.019 (Rated A)
Over-steepened landward slope with fence that obstructs inspecton of landward side slope at RM 16.74 . (2017 Unresolved item) (Rated A)
Steep riverward slope at RM 15.09. (Rated A)

Monitor - CIP
Slope Stability
Over-steepened riverward side slope near RM 13.42
Status: Deficiency will be addressed with CIP project scheduled for 2027 between RM13.4-RM13.58 (Rated A)
Over-steepened riverward slope near RM 14.64
Status: Deficiency will be addressed with CIP project scheduled for 2024 between RM14.6-RM14.75 (Rated A)
Over-steepened riverward slope near RM 15.72
Status: Deficiency will be addressed with CIP project scheduled for 2019 between RM15.55-RM15.88 (Rated A)
Over-steepened riverward slope near RM 15.80
Status: Deficiency will be addressed with CIP project scheduled for 2019 between RM15.55-RM15.88 (Rated A)

Unresolved
Encroachment

6

1

7

2

1

3

Chain link fence with slats obstructs view of landward slope and encroaches on levee embankment (2017 Unresolved Item) (Rated M).
Status: City of Tukwila is working with property owner to get fence slats removed. Planned slat removal - winter/spring 2019)
Abandoned historical intake pipe for asphalt plant along riverward slope (Rated M).
Status: King County is planning on removing intake pipe. Planned removal - winter /spring 2019
Trench through leveebackfilled with ecolgy blocks and overburden (2017 Unresolved Item) (Rated U).
Status: City of Tukwila is working with property owner to address issue.

Erosion

1

1

2

2

1

1

Large tree toppled into river producing 50 foot scour hole along levee slope (2017 Unresolved Item)(Rated M).
Status: USACE repair is scheduled in future.

Other (Specify in Remarks)
2017 As-Built drawings indicate 8-inch ductile iron pipe penetrates levee at RM 15.269 needs to be inspected . (Rated M)
Status: King County completed video inspection in 2018, no damage observed.
48-inch CMP w/flapgate at RM 16.54 that 2014 video inspection reveals poor interior condition. (Rated M)
Status: Based on 2018 video insprection the pipe is in poor condition. King County working with WSDOT to repair.
Gap between bridge abutment and retaining wall along levee at RM 14.335. (2017 Unresolved Item) (Rated A)
Status: City of Tukwila corrected item in November 2018.

Surface Distress
Low area in backslope and cracking in trail pavement at RM 14.00. (Rated M)
Status: Per Fall 2018 meeting with USACE Item will be changed to Monitor.

Grand Total
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Levee Name: Tukwila
DAP Items

M

U

Total

Completed in 2018

3

2

5

Encroachment

1

1

1

1

Relocated trailers and storage boxes away from levee easement. (2017 Unresolved item)

Slope Stability
Repaired oversteepened slope along riverward side of levee (Gunter) near levee crown near RM 16.66. (2017 Unresolved item)

1

Other (Specify in Remarks)

2

3

Damaged culvert discharge pipe at RM 13.25 repaired by City of Tukwila (2017 Unresolved Item)(Rated M)
12-inch CMP with flapgate at RM 15.85 discovered in 2018 had inspection and CCTV performed in 2018. No deficiencies observed. (Rated U)
KC provided survey information that verified cross levee berm that terminates at road, Southcenter Parkway has sufficient elevation.

Monitor

1

1

Erosion

1

1

Long-time historical area with toe erosion. County survey revealed 1.6(H):1(V) slope in 2018

Slope Stability
Approximately 300 feet of steep riverward slope at RM 16.437 (Rated A)
Monitor narrow crown for cracks and other signs of distress at RM 13.019 (Rated A)
Over-steepened landward slope with fence that obstructs inspecton of landward side slope at RM 16.74 . (2017 Unresolved item) (Rated A)
Steep riverward slope at RM 15.09. (Rated A)

Monitor - CIP
Slope Stability
Over-steepened riverward side slope near RM 13.42
Status: Deficiency will be addressed with CIP project scheduled for 2027 between RM13.4-RM13.58 (Rated A)
Over-steepened riverward slope near RM 14.64
Status: Deficiency will be addressed with CIP project scheduled for 2024 between RM14.6-RM14.75 (Rated A)
Over-steepened riverward slope near RM 15.72
Status: Deficiency will be addressed with CIP project scheduled for 2019 between RM15.55-RM15.88 (Rated A)
Over-steepened riverward slope near RM 15.80
Status: Deficiency will be addressed with CIP project scheduled for 2019 between RM15.55-RM15.88 (Rated A)

Unresolved
Encroachment

6

1

7

2

1

3

Chain link fence with slats obstructs view of landward slope and encroaches on levee embankment (2017 Unresolved Item) (Rated M).
Status: City of Tukwila is working with property owner to get fence slats removed. Planned slat removal - winter/spring 2019)
Abandoned historical intake pipe for asphalt plant along riverward slope (Rated M).
Status: King County is planning on removing intake pipe. Planned removal - winter /spring 2019
Trench through leveebackfilled with ecolgy blocks and overburden (2017 Unresolved Item) (Rated U).
Status: City of Tukwila is working with property owner to address issue.

Erosion

1

1

2

2

1

1

Large tree toppled into river producing 50 foot scour hole along levee slope (2017 Unresolved Item)(Rated M).
Status: USACE repair is scheduled in future.

Other (Specify in Remarks)
2017 As-Built drawings indicate 8-inch ductile iron pipe penetrates levee at RM 15.269 needs to be inspected . (Rated M)
Status: King County completed video inspection in 2018, no damage observed.
48-inch CMP w/flapgate at RM 16.54 that 2014 video inspection reveals poor interior condition. (Rated M)
Status: Based on 2018 video insprection the pipe is in poor condition. King County working with WSDOT to repair.
Gap between bridge abutment and retaining wall along levee at RM 14.335. (2017 Unresolved Item)(Rated A)
Status: City of Tukwila planning to addressed this issue in 2018.

Surface Distress
Low area in backslope and cracking in trail pavement at RM 14.00. (Rated M)
Status: Per Fall 2018 meeting with USACE Item will be changed to Monitor.

Grand Total

10

3

13

2.2.2. LEVEE SYSTEM #2
Levee System 2 is comprised of six levee segments. An overview of each levee segment in Levee System
2 is provided below. A summary progress table has been prepared for each of the levee segment where
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work has been completed during 2018 and/or where there are items to be monitored or unresolved
inspection items. Within Levee System 2 there are two remaining Unacceptable inspection items
including a slope stability deficiency at major sloughing at River Mile 18.6 at Lower Russell and a 30-inch
concrete culvert that has a partially blocked outfall at RM 2.34 that requires further inspection.

DESIMONE BRISCOE SCHOOL
The Briscoe-Desimone levee system is located within the jurisdictions of Tukwila and Kent on the right
bank of the Lower Green River between RM 14.5 and RM 17.0. Existing PL84-99 levees and floodwalls
are located close to privately owned buildings and parking lots and they protect commercial, industrial,
and public land uses. Recreational resources associated with this project area include the Green River
Regional Trail and Briscoe Park.
Aquatic habitat in this reach is degraded. Riparian habitat is degraded and consists mainly of grasses,
shrubs (mostly invasive blackberry) and some trees. The majority of the shoreline (81%) is identified as
high priority for achieving additional shading to the main channel, per the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
Lower Green River Solar Radiation Priorities Mapping Study (2013).
Flood events in 1995, 1996 and 2006 damaged the levees; three repair projects were completed in 1998,
1999, and 2002 and an additional repair was done in 2009. Levee overtopping in the Briscoe-Desimone
project area can be expected to occur when flows exceed 15,100 cubic feet per second (cfs) (an
approximately 350-year flood event. The Flood District and the City of Kent recently completed
construction of four floodwall segments within the project area, totaling 0.85 miles (4,500 feet) in length
and designed to a 500-year level of protection (LOP)/18,800 cubic feet per second (cfs) + 3 feet of
freeboard standard to support levee and
floodwall certification. Four deficiency
inspection items were completed during
2016-2017 including a slope stability repair
in 2016. Four additional inspection items
were addressed during 2018.
As part of the Interim SWIF a number of site
assessments were identified and completed
for Desimone-Briscoe School levee related
to settling, slope stability, cracked
pavement, erosion and low spots. Based on
the assessment and follow-up site survey a
repair was completed at the location of the
cracked pavement with settling. This
completed action corrected the one
Unacceptable item at this levee segment. Monitoring is recommended for another of the areas with resurvey planned for summer 2018 where settling has been observed. A site survey was completed during
summer 2017 for three slope stability inspection items where sloughing at the riverward toe has been
observed. These locations will continue to be monitored. A number of other deficiencies as outlined
below will continue to be monitored. The planned action to address the inadequate cover will be
addressed as a routine maintenance (programmatic) item in 2018.
The most recent inspection of the Desimone-Briscoe levee was conducted March 28th , 2018. The
segment currently has no Unacceptable inspection items and two slope stability items that are rated as
Minimally Acceptable and which are being monitored and one item listed as unresolved. The two slope
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stability items for monitoring are located at RM 16.69 where there is sloughing at the riverward toe
witch is likely impacting a projected 2H:1V levee slope. The other Minimally Acceptable slope stability
item identified for monitoring is at RM 16.97 where there is sloughing at the riverward toe and King
County has surveyed a 1.8H:1V levee slope.
The 2018 unresolved item includes inadequate cover along the landward slope of the levee which was a
new item identified during the 2018 levee inspections. King County is scheduled to correct this item in
the winter/spring of 2019.
Table 2-3 Desimone-Briscoe Inspection Status

Levee Name: Desimone-Briscoe School
DAP Items
M
Completed 2018
4
Depression
1
Repaired 6' wide & 2 feet deep depression on the riverside bench (discovered duting winter 2017).
Erosion
1
Slope brushed and surveyed by KC appears stable. Status changed to Resolved (A Rating) from
Monitor (M Rating). No erosion observed.
Slope Stability
2
Slope brushed and surveyed by KC appears stable. Status changed to Resolved (A Rating) from
Monitor (M Rating). No erosion observed.
Slope brushed and surveyed by KC appears stable. Status changed to Resolved (A Rating) from
Monitor (M Rating). No erosion observed.
Monitor
2
Slope Stability
2
Sloughing at riverward toe, County surveyed at 1.8H:1V levee slope. Riprap exposed at river edge.
Possible sloughing at riverward toe is likely impacting a projected 2H:1V levee slope.
Unresolved
1
Other (Specify in Remarks)
1
Inadequate cover (beauty bark) along landward side slope of the levee. (New Item)
Status: King County scheduled to repair winter/spring 2019.
Grand Total
7
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BOEING
The Boeing levee continues along the right bank between RM 17 to RM 17.83. The levee is setback
approximately 125 feet from the Green River with riverside slopes moderately inclined at about 2H:1V.
Recent levee improvements within the Boeing levee include several localized bioengineered repairs of
pronounced embankment slumps completed in the 1990s, the setback of approximately 4000 feet of
the levee crest in 2000, and construction of a secondary
levee and floodwall at its downstream end in 2013.
One Minimally Acceptable inspection item was corrected by
the City of Kent in 2016. No Unacceptable or Minimally
Acceptable inspection items were identified during the 2018
inspections related to encroachments, slope stability or
erosion. The 2018 levee inspections noted animal burrows
on the landward side of the crown and riverward slope in
the vicinity of RM 17.4. The inspection report notes that
the sponsor is aware of the burrows and routinely tests for
penetration and has found no burrows through the embankment at this segment.

LOWER RUSSELL ROAD-HOLIDAY KENNEL
The Lower Russell and Holiday Kennel levees are located within the City of Kent on the right bank of the
Lower Green River, between RM 18.25 and RM 19.23. The existing PL 84-99 levees and revetments
protect commercial/industrial and residential land uses in Kent, Renton and Tukwila. Van Doren’s Park,
the Green River Natural Resources Area and the Green River Regional Trail are located in the vicinity of
this project area.
A portion of the Lower Russell levee was damaged
in 1995/96 and repaired in 1997-98 in the vicinity of
RMs 17.9, 18.7, 18.9 and 19.2. Significant scour and
damage to the levee toe and embankment at RM
18.6 were noted between 2013 and 2015.
The most recent USACE PL 84-99 inspection was
conducted in March 2018 and received an overall
Unacceptable rating. Significant sloughing and
slope stability issues were observed on the
riverward slope near RM 18.6. King County has a
levee setback
project planned for 2019-2020. These items will be corrected
through implementation of a capital project as part of SWIF
implementation. Details on capital project planning and
implementation are included in Chapter 3. The encroachment is a
wooden and chain-link fence located along the landward slope of
the levee and is rated Minimally Acceptable. This fence makes
inspection, operation and maintenance of the levee difficult.
Monitoring will continue on the identified Unacceptable and
Minimally Acceptable inspection items.

King County, Washington
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Table 2-4 Lower Russell Road Inspection & Status

Levee Name: Russell Road Lower - Holiday Kennel
DAP Items

M

Completed in 2018

1

1

1

1

Encroachment

U

Total

Approximately 570 linear feet of chain link fence on landward slope removed as part of Holiday Kennel
demolition summer 2018.

Unresolved
Slope Stability

1

1

1

1

1

2

Major sloughing and slope stability failure of the riverward slope. (2017 Monitor Status)
Status: CIP project scheduled for 2019-2020 will resolve issue.

Grand Total

1

UPPER RUSSELL ROAD SOMES-DOLAN
The Upper Russell levee is located within the City of Kent on the right bank of the Lower Green River,
between RM 19.2 and RM 20.4. This PL 84-99 levee protects residential land uses, including the Lakes
Condominiums, and other commercial/industrial land uses in Kent east of the river. A portion of the
Upper Russell levee was damaged in 1995/96 and repaired in 1998 in the vicinity of RM 20.3.
The city of Kent has constructed two sections of secondary levees at Upper Russell, one was constructed
in 2013 designed to contain 15,300 cfs plus three feet of freeboard. The second section was constructed
in 2016 and is designed to contain 18,800 cfs, plus three feet of freeboard. These capital projects will
support levee certification efforts.
The most recent USACE PL 84-99 eligibility inspections were conducted March 2018. The levee currently
has an overall Minimally Acceptable rating. Two items received a Minimally Acceptable rating and one
received an Unacceptable rating. Monitoring is planned for a slope stability concern, rated as Minimally
Acceptable, in the vicinity of RM 19.61 where sloughing of the riverward silt bench has occurred. At this
time it does not appear that it is impacted the projected levee prism. King County is working with the
City of Kent on an erosion repair for the outfall at RM 20.25, the other Minimally Acceptable rated item.
The Unacceptable item is a related to a culvert (RM 20.34) that had not been inspected and had a
partially blocked outfall. The City of Kent removed slumping material and CCTV inspection of the
culvert is planned for 2019.
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Table 2-5 Upper Russell Road Inspection Status

Levee Name: Russell Road Upper Somes-Dolan
DAP Items

M

Monitor

1

1

1

1

Slope Stability

U

Total

100ft long slough along toe of riverward bench. Likely river deposits that slid. Does not appear
to be impacting the levee structure.

Unresolved

1

Other (Specify in Remarks)

1

2

1

1

Need slumped material removed from outlet & CCTV inspection of 30-inch diameter concrete
culvert with checkmate valve (RM 20.34). (New Item)
Status: City of Kent removed slumped material form outfall. Coordinating with City of Kent
for CCTV inspection to be completed.

Erosion

1

1

Erosion (RM 20.25) due to 6-inch storm drain outfall. (New Item)
Status: Outfall has been extended to move the discharge location to prevent additional
damage to the riverside slope. King County is working with City of Kent to resolve.

Grand Total

2

1

3

KENT SHOPS-NARITA & MEYERS GOLF
The Kent Shops-Narita and Meyer’s Golf levees are located within Kent on the right bank of the Lower
Green River between RM 20.4 and RM 22. These PL84-99 levee segments protect residential,
commercial, and public land uses. Damages and repairs to the levee within this project area were
reported in 1993, 1996, 1997, 1999, 2002, 2003, and 2008 according to King County records.
Two encroachment inspection items were identified as Minimally Acceptable during previous
inspections items, based on the most recent inspection these were changed to typical condition. The
Meyers Golf levee has one unresolved deficiency erosion deficiency which was identified during the
March 2018 levee inspections. A slope stability item at Kent Shops-Narita (RM 21.97) which includes
sloughing at the riverward toe of the slope extending approximately 50 feet along, but is likely outside
the projected 2H:1V levee slope and has not changed since the 2016 inspection. The item is rated as
Acceptable and monitoring is recommended.
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Table 2-6 Kent Shops-Narrita & Myers Gold Inspection Status

Levee Name: Kent Shops-Narrita & Meyers Golf
DAP Items

M

Completed

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

3

3

Encroachment

U

Total

Removed chain link fence (6 feet tall) on riverward side of crown. (2017 Unresolved Item)
Private property fence within 15 feet of landward toe that USACE will change to "Typical Condition"
per site visit.

Unresolved
Erosion
Several erosion paths on landward slope due to pedestrian access (RM 21.88). (New Item)
Status: King County scheduled to address Winter/Spring 2019.

Grand Total

2.2.3. LEVEE SYSTEM #3
SIGNATURE POINT
Signature Point levee is located upstream of Meyers Golf levee. The levee is an independent levee
system which ties into high ground at the upstream end near 68th Avenue. At the downstream end, the
levee ties into high ground near WA State Route 516. This levee is less than five feet in height, and the
crest width is greater than 20 feet. Riverside slopes are locally flatter than 2H:1V. In 1996-97,
pronounced slumping of hundreds of feet of the levee embankment slopes were improved with large
rock toe structures, log flow deflectors, and bioengineered reconstruction of the embankment slopes.
This levee contains Programmatic items including Unwanted Vegetation which will be managed through
the Programmatic Vegetation Plan and Burrows which will be managed through the Programmatic SWIF
Animal Management Program. There are also several culverts, including one rated as Minimally
Acceptable where King County is working with Washington State Department of Transportation to
resolve at RM 23.06.

2.2.4. LEVEE SYSTEM #4
HORSESHOE BEND
The Horseshoe Bend levee is located within the City of Kent on the right bank of the Lower Green River,
between RM 24.3 and RM 26.1. This PL 84-99 levee protects commercial, industrial, residential and
recreational land uses. Most of the levee (1.9 miles) is part of the Horseshoe Bend Section 205 federal
levee that was raised and improved by the Corps of Engineers (USACE) in 1996. In 2012-13, Kent
constructed secondary containment structures (flood walls and berms), designed to 12,000 cfs plus 3
feet of freeboard, to advance the city’s certification and accreditation goals.
Portions of the existing Horseshoe Bend levee were damaged/repaired during the following years: 1991,
1994, 1996, 2003, 2006, and 2009.
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The most recent USACE PL84-99 inspections was conducted March 2018. The levee system eligibility
rating is Minimally Acceptable. Steep slopes have been noted at several locations along this levee since
2010. Areas of the Horseshoe Bend Levee riverward slopes are very steep (1.3H:1V to 1.7H:1V). There
were five sections noted with particularly steep riverward slopes. Those areas that have not shown
further signs of instability have been upgraded to Acceptable, but are recommended to be monitored
for slope stability issues. As part of the Interim SWIF a number of site assessments were identified and
completed to better understand a number of deficiency inspection items in addition to slope stability.
The City of Kent is pursuing a plan to abandon portions of the Horseshoe Bend levee system in the
locations of newly constructed secondary levees.
Four inspection deficiency items were resolved during 2016-2017 and an additional three items were
completed during 2018. Three segments along the Horseshoe Bend levee have CIP projects planned to
address slope stability deficiencies. Implementation plans for these sites are included in Chapter 3.
Based on the 2018 inspections there is one erosion inspection item to monitor and four items that are
unresolved including newly identified erosion at RM 25.3 where a repair is planned for 2019. All items
are rated Minimally Acceptable and the levee system has no Unacceptable items. At RM 24.78 an 8’
pipe was noted as unsupported where it daylights the river in the 2018 inspection report. King County
repaired the item summer 2018.
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Table 2-7 Horseshoe Bend Inspection Status
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2.2.5. LEVEE SYSTEM #5
REDDINGTON
The Reddington levee extends between RM 28.2 and RM 29.5 along the left bank. The levee was
reconstructed and set back from the Green River, and extended downstream in 2013-14.The Reddington
levee received an Acceptable rating for all items on the eligibility checklist. The levee has a top width of
approximately 20 feet and the side slopes are typically 3-4H:1V. Several culverts pass through the levee,
all of which were installed in 2014. CCTV inspection of the culverts was completed in

GALLI’S
The Galli’s levee is located within Auburn on the left bank of the Lower Green River, between RM 29.48
and 29.68. The levee protects commercial and residential land uses and are adjacent to primarily single
and some multi-family residential properties. There are a total of 84 residential structures, immediately
adjacent to this segment and Dykstra immediately upstream. An Unacceptable inspection items was
corrected between 2015-2016. The 2018 inspections did not identify any items related to
encroachments, erosion or slope stability.

DYKSTRA
The Dykstra levee is located within Auburn on the left bank of the Lower Green River, between RM
29.68 and 30.8. The levee protects commercial and residential land uses and are adjacent to primarily
single and some multi-family residential properties. The residential structures noted above are
immediately adjacent to the levee.
A total of ten inspection items have been corrected through 2017. During 2017 there was one
unresolved Minimally Acceptable inspection item related to a manhole. King County is working with the
City of Auburn to relocate the manhole. King County will inspect later during 2018 and update the DAP.
Two new items were identified during the 2018 inspections. The first item is a rock and earth retaining
wall that requires monitoring for movement and seepage at RM 29.9, this item was rated Minimally
Acceptable. The second item, also rated Minimally Acceptable where monitoring will be conducted for
erosion and deformation where a homeowner has constructed a retaining wall near RM 30.7.

Table 2-8 Dykstra Inspection Items

Levee Name: Dykstra
DAP Items

Priority

Monitor
Other (Specify in Remarks)

M

U

Total

2

2

2

2

2

2

Homeowner constructed retaining wall. (New Item)
Rock and earth retaining wall. (New Item)

Grand Total
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2.3. LEVEE SYSTEM SUMMARY TABLES
The following tables summarize the status of unresolved inspection items and inspection items that
have continued monitoring and where a capital project is planned. The status of planned action
measure and schedule for the item to be addressed is included in the first table. The anticipated
schedule for design and implementation of capital projects is included in the second table.
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Table 2-9 Unresolved Inspection Items & Status of Corrective Measure

Unresolved Inspection Items & Status of Corrective Measure
Levee Name

USACE Item

Tukwila
Authorized

13.963

Surface Distress

Low area in backslope and cracking in trail
pavement. (New)

M

Unresolved

Status: Per Fall 2018 meeting with USACE Item will
be changed to Monitor.

Tukwila
Authorized

14.335

Other (Specify in
Remarks)

Gap between bridge abutment and retaining
wall along levee. Requires sandbag closure or
wall completion.

A

Unresolved

Status: City of Tukwila corrected item in Nov.
2018.

Tukwila
Authorized

15.269

Other (Specify in
Remarks)

(2017) As-Built drawings indicate 8-inch ductile
iron pipe penetrates levee. (New)

M

Unresolved

Status: King County completed video inspection of
pipe in 2018; no damage observed.

Tukwila
Authorized

15.64

Encroachment

Abandoned historical intake pipe for asphalt
plant along riverward slope (New)

M

Unresolved

Status: King County is planning on removing
intake pipe. Planned removal - winter /spring 2019

Tukwila
Authorized

15.652

Encroachment

Chain link fence with slats obstructs view of
landward slope and encroaches on levee
embankment.

M

Unresolved

Status: City of Tukwila is working with property
owner to get fence slats removed. Planned slat
removal - winter/spring 2019)

Tukwila
Authorized

15.846

Other (Specify in
Remarks)

U

Unresolved

Status: 12-inch CMP with flapgate at RM 15.85
discovered in 2018 had inspection and CCTV
performed in 2018. No deficiencies observed.
(Rated U)

DesimoneBriscoe School

15.981

Other (Specify in
Remarks)

Inadequate cover (beauty bark) along landward
side slope of the levee

M

Unresolved

Tukwila
Authorized

16.54

Other (Specify in
Remarks)

48-inch CMP w/flapgate. Video inspection in
2014 revealed poor interior condition. (New)

M

Unresolved

Tukwila
Authorized

16.731

Erosion

Large tree toppled into river producing 50 foot
scour hole along levee slope.

M

Unresolved

Tukwila
Authorized

16.758

Encroachment

Trench through leveebackfilled with ecolgy
blocks and overburden.

U

Unresolved

Status: City of Tukwila is working with property
owner to address issue.

Russell Road
Lower Holiday
Kennel

18.601

Slope Stability

Major sloughing and slope stability failure of
the riverward slope. (2017 Monitor Status)

U

Unresolved

Status: CIP project scheduled for 2019-2020 will
resolve issue.

Russell Road
Upper SomesDolan

20.25

Erosion

Erosion due to 6-inch storm drain outfall. (New
Item)

M

Unresolved

Russell Road
Upper SomesDolan

20.342

Other (Specify in
Remarks)

Need CCTV inspection of 30-inch diameter
concrete culvert with checkmate valve. (New
Item)

U

Unresolved

Meyers Golf

21.88

Erosion

Several erosion paths on landward slope due to
pedestrian access. (New Item)

M

Unresolved

Horseshoe
Bend
Authorized

24.3

Depression

Depressions and rutting along levee crest

M

Unresolved

Horseshoe
Bend
Authorized

24.438

Depression

Depressions and rutting along levee crest

M

Unresolved

Horseshoe
Bend
Authorized

25.308

Erosion

Erosion due to foot traffic (New)

M

Unresolved

Status: King County is planning to address
summer of 2019.

Horseshoe
Bend
Authorized

26.117

Encroachment

Garden area on landward slope lacks sod cover
or other erosion protection. Garden beds
excavated into levee slope.

M

Unresolved

Status: King County is working with property
owner to address issue in 2019

King County, Washington

Issues Raised in the USACE 2017-2018 Inspection Report
Rating

2018 Inspection
Report

RM

12-inch CMP with flapgate. Discovered in 2018
after silt bench erosion. (New)
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Status of Corrective Measure & Action Schedule

Status: King County scheduled to repair
winter/spring 2019.
Internal drainage pipe has rust penetration and
deformation landward of outfall. Pipe in poor
condition requires relining or replacement. County
working with WSDOT to repair pipe
Status: USACE repair is scheduled in future.

Status: Outfall has been extended to move the
discharge location to prevent additional damage to
the riverside slope. King County is working with
City of Kent to resolve.
Status: City of Kent removed slumped material
form outfall. Coordinating with City of Kent for
CCTV inspection to be completed.
Status: King County scheduled to address
Winter/Spring 2019.
Status: King County is in working with City of Kent
to repair with new wearing coarse along levee
crest. Major modificaion CIP project is currently
being discussed between KC, City of Kent, & USACE.
Status: King County is in working with City of Kent
to repair with new wearing coarse along levee
crest. Major modificaion CIP project is currently
being discussed between KC, City of Kent, & USACE.
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Table 2-10 Monitor - Capital Improvement Project

Monitor-Capital Improvement Project: Status & Schedule
Levee Name

Tukwila Authorized: Christensen
Tukwila Authorized: Ratolo
Tukwila Authorized: Segale-Gaco
Tukwila Authorized: Segale-Gaco
Lower Russell

Status of Corrective
Measures

Schedule

Slope Stability

Monitor - CIP

2025-2027

14.64

Slope Stability

Monitor - CIP

2022-2024

15.72

Slope Stability

Monitor - CIP

2019-2021

15.80

Slope Stability

Monitor - CIP

2019-2021

18.60

Slope Stability

Monitor - CIP

2019-2021

24.32

Slope Stability

Monitor - CIP

2019-2022

24.37

Erosion

Monitor - CIP

2019-2022

25.47

Slope Stability

Monitor - CIP

2021-2023

RM

USACE Item

13.42

Horseshoe Bend Authorized: McCoy

Horseshoe Bend Authorized: Breda
Horseshoe Bend Authorized: Nursing Home

2.4. FLOOD RISK REDUCTION OPTIMIZATION
The SWIF implementation strategy and prioritization of corrective actions is based on qualitative and
quantitative information to optimize flood risk reduction. Optimization of flood risk reduction by levee
segment considers risk drivers, type of deficiency and proposed levee improvement actions. The type of
improvement actions for flood risk optimization include maintenance repairs to address slope stability
and erosion issues (including resolution of encroachments), new IRRMS and implementation of capital
projects. Programmatic system-wide activities and existing interim risk reduction measures are
ongoing through SWIF implementation period and are part of the overall implementation strategy to
address flood risk.
Optimization Assessment Factors include:






2018 Levee Inspections and Rating
Levee Performance Considerations (embankment seepage, stability and erosion) and/or other
studies related to levee performance
Corps of Engineers Levee Screening Risk Assessment: Population and Infrastructure at risk from
levee failure or overtopping (USACE 2013-2015)
Corps of Engineers Levee Risk Characterization (for segments with approved levee safety action
classifications). (USACE 2018)
Past Levee repairs
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2.4.1. LEVEE INSPECTION RATINGS
The 2018 Corps of Engineers levee inspection ratings provide the most up to date information on the
condition of the levee segments and systems and covers a consistent set of inspection criteria (USACE
2014) across levee segments. The type and number of remaining deficiencies provide qualitative
information to inform the risk assessment by segment. The Lower Russell Levee segment is the only
remaining segment of the 12 Lower Green River levee systems that has an overall Unacceptable rating.
Based on the 2014 guidance an Unacceptable rating prevents the segment from performing as intended
or the segment includes a or a serious deficiency noted in past inspections (which had previously
resulted in a Minimally Acceptable system rating) has not been corrected within the established two
year. The Tukwila levee system and Upper Russell levee segment each have individual Unacceptable
inspection items. At Tukwila the Unacceptable items include a flapgate and an encroachment. Upper
Russell has an Unacceptable slope stability inspection item. Several segments have a number of
Minimally Acceptable individual inspection items related to erosion, slope stability and encroachments.
These include: Horseshoe Bend (4), Tukwila (7), Desimone-Briscoe (1) and Myers Golf (1), Upper Russell
(1) and Lower Russell (1). Desimone-Briscoe, Horseshoe Bend, Upper Russell, Myers Golf each have
newly identified (2018) Minimally Acceptable items that were identified.

2.4.2. CORPS OF ENGINEERS LEVEE SCREENING: POPULATION AT RISK & STRUCTURES AT RISK
The Corps of Engineers is in the process of conducting screening level risk assessment for levees
included in the National Levee Database as part of a national effort to better understand the flood risk
related to federal and non-federal levees. The purpose of the screening level risk assessments is to
evaluate different contributors to flood risk including characteristics of flooding and flood history, levee
performance, population at risk and potential consequences. Table 2-11 below provides summary
information on the estimated population at risk and the type of development at risk including the
number of structures and estimated property value. The levee screening also considers population at
risk during both the day time and night time. Tukwila for example is mostly commercial and industrial
and as such the population at risk at night is low compared to the high number of people who work and
transit through the area during the day. Levee system 2 in Kent has more residential development with
a higher percentage of people at risk at night relative to Tukwila. The Screening level risk assessment
The Corps of Engineers encourages use of the screening level risk assessment to inform prioritization
actions to address deficiencies in order to optimize flood risk reduction. Screening level risk
assessments have been completed for all 12 of the levee segments along the Lower Green River. Risk
characterizations have been completed and a Levee Safety Action Classification assigned by the Corps of
Engineers for three of the five levee systems including Tukwila (#1), Horseshoe Bend (#4) and
Galli/Dykstra/Reddington (#5). These characterizations are included in the National Levee Database and
also provided in Section 2.4.4 below.
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Table 2-11 Corps of Engineers Screening Level Risk Assessment

Levee System
Name

Levee Segment

Tukwila (#1)

Tukwila

Lower Green
Right Bank (#2)

Desimone-Briscoe
School

Lower Green
Right Bank (#2)

Boeing

Lower Green
Right Bank (#2)

Lower Russell RoadHoliday Kennel

See above for levee system #2

2,725 structures/
$5.6 billion

Lower Green
Right Bank (#2)

Upper Russell Road
Somes- Dolan

See above for levee system #2

2,725 structures/
$5.6 billion

Lower Green
Right Bank (#2)

Kent Shops- Narita

See above for levee system #2

2,725 structures/
$5.6 billion

Lower Green
Right Bank (#2)

Meyers Golf

See above for levee system #2

2,725 structures/
$5.6 billion

Signature Point
(#3)

Signature Point

77 structures/
$91.5 Million

Horseshoe
Bend (#4)

Horseshoe Bend

This levee protects some businesses, but
mostly residences. Population at risk over
800. Risk Characterization in process.
The levee provides flood risk reduction
benefit to residential, commercial, and
industrial property with chemicals
industry business delineated as critical
infrastructure. If inundation were to
occur, property damages exceeding $100
million could accrue with over 300
structures affected. Limited evacuation
routes are present and expected depths of

King County, Washington

National Levee Data Base/ Corps Levee
Screening

Structures
Inundated/ $
Property value
(Reported in
National Levee
Data Base
270 structures/
$969 million

The levee provides flood risk reduction
benefit to residential, commercial, and
industrial property valued at nearly $1
Billion. The area is a major retail zone that
includes South Center Mall, warehouses,
manufacturing, restaurants, and other
businesses. Critical infrastructure includes
a fire station, medical facilities, and
chemicals industry. The population at risk
is estimated to be approximately 16,000 in
the daytime and 1,000 at night.
Risk Characteristics: Levee system #2
provides flood risk reduction benefit to a
mix of commercial and residential areas.
The population at risk is estimated at
42,220. Risk Characterization in progress.
See above for levee system #2
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Levee System
Name

Levee Segment

National Levee Data Base/ Corps Levee
Screening

Galli/ Dykstra)
Reddington
(#5)

Reddington

Galli/ Dykstra
Reddington
(#5)
Galli/ Dykstra
Reddington
(#5)

Galli

flooding pose life safety hazards.
Population at risk is 1600 in the daytime
and 900 at night
The levee system provides flood risk
reduction benefit to a population of nearly
8,000 people and over $1.3 billion dollars
in land and property value. The critical
infrastructure within this leveed area
includes: the Auburn Municipal Airport,
five chemical industry locations, and
Cascade Middle School. If flood
inundation were to occur from
overtopping and/or a levee breach,
hundreds of millions of dollars in property
damages could accrue with over 1,800
structures impacted. Inundation depths
are predicted to be shallow and the
population should have the ability to
shelter in place or use vertical evacuation.
See above for levee system #5

Dykstra

See above for levee system #5

Structures
Inundated/ $
Property value
(Reported in
National Levee
Data Base

1,800 structures/
$1.34 billion

1,800 structures/
$1.34 billion
1,800 structures/
$1.34 billion

2.4.3. LEVEE PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Levee performance was considered as part of the USACE levee screening risk assessments. The Levee
performance factors evaluated as part of the USACE risk assessments included the potential for
embankment seepage, slope stability and erosion to result in a levee failure prior to levee overtopping.
As noted previously in this chapter; unresolved levee inspection deficiency items of most concern on
the Green River in terms of levee integrity include embankment stability, erosion, seepage and closures
(outfalls). Factors of safety and studies underway to support certification efforts also inform levee
performance. The USACE levee screenings included conditional probabilities of failure due to
embankment seepage, stability and erosion. These probabilities are summarized below for each
segment. The levee screening were conducted over a number of years from 2012-2016. The overall
segment rating, extent of repairs since the levee screening and inspection items that were considered of
most concern have changed overtime. For example the USACE levee screening for Dykstra was
completed in 2014 and has a high conditional probability of failure related to seepage, stability and
erosion due to damage of the levee including sloughing and loss of toe rock. A repair at the site was
completed in 2015. The information included below can be used in combination with the current levee
inspections, particularly for unresolved inspection items. The segments highlighted below in Table 2-12
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include the locations where there has not been substantive work completed since the screenings were conducted
and where the probabilities can be used to compare and assess relative risk across levee segments. For example
Upper and Lower Russell have higher reported conditional probability of levee failure prior to overtopping due to
embankment seepage in comparison to the Boeing levee segment. Of the highlighted segments included below;
Boeing, Kent Shops-Narita and Meyers Golf all have lower risk in comparison to Tukwila, Lower Russell and Upper
Russel.

Table 2-12 Corps of Engineers Levee Screening: Major Contributors to Levee Risk

Levee System Name

Major Contributors to Risk Prior to Overtopping
(Conditional Probability of Inundation)

Levee Segment

Based on Levee Screenings conducted between
2012-2015

Embankment
Seepage

Stability

Erosion

Tukwila 205 (#1)

Tukwila

.0687%

.00358%

.0274%

Lower Green Right Bank (#2)

.0909%

.00668%

.00914%

.0062%
.0919%

.00394%
.0522%

.00914%
.0399%

.132%

.0522%

.0399%

Lower Green Right Bank (#2)

Desimone-Briscoe
School
Boeing
Lower Russell RoadHoliday Kennel
Upper Russell Road
Somes- Dolan
Kent Shops- Narita

.0062%

.00574%

.00914%

Lower Green Right Bank (#2)

Meyers Golf

.009%

.00574%

.00914%

Signature Point (#3)

Signature Point

.637%

.126%

.384%

Horseshoe Bend (#4)

Horseshoe Bend

.0358%

.0626%

.0274%

Galli/ Dykstra (#5)
Reddington (#5)

Reddington

.0215%

.00489%

.0212%

Galli/ Dykstra
Reddington (#5)
Galli/ Dykstra
Reddington (#5)

Galli

.0275%

.089%

.384%

.93%

.179%

1.33%

Lower Green Right Bank (#2)
Lower Green Right Bank (#2)
Lower Green Right Bank (#2)

Dykstra

2.4.4. CORPS OF ENGINEERS RISK CHARACTERIZATION
The Corps of Engineers is in the process of finalizing risk characterizations based on the screening level
risk assessments for the PL 84-99 levee systems on the Lower Green River. The risk assessments are
based on a standardized methodology which is used nationwide and consider impacts of levee
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overtopping and levee failure prior to overtopping. Risk characterizations range from Very High to Low.
A summary of the Corps of Engineers approved levee risk characterizations were provided to King
County in January 2018 for 5 of the 12 levees. Each of the risk characterizations are summarized below.
Levee System #1 Tukwila: High Risk
Risk Characterization: The risk associated with the Tukwila) is considered High for Prior to
Overtopping based on anticipated poor performance with a high annual likelihood of breach and
the associated consequences to have a very high life safety risk and with high property damage
during flood events. The risk associated with Overtopping is characterized as Moderate due to
anticipated high annual likelihood of overtopping and the associated consequences to have a
very high life safety risk and with high property damage during flood events. The major concerns
driving this risk classification is embankment erosion due to high velocities. Erosion repairs were
made after the 1996 and 2008 floods but there are still portions of the levee not armored that
will be susceptible to erosion.

Levee System #4 Horseshoe Bend: High Risk
Risk Characterization: The risk associated with the Horseshoe Bend is considered High for Prior
to Overtopping based on anticipated poor performance with a high annual likelihood of breach
and the associated consequences to have a moderate life safety risk and with high property
damage during flood events. The risk associated with Overtopping to be Moderate due to
anticipated high annual likelihood of overtopping and the associated consequences to have a
moderate life safety risk and with high property damage during flood events. The major
concerns driving this risk classification include embankment erosion and embankment stability.
Even during low flows the channel has the ability to erode undermining the levee and leading to
slope stability issues.

Levee System #5 Reddington: Low Risk
Risk Characterization (completed prior to completion of the levee setback project). The risk
associated with the Reddington levee segment is considered Low for both Prior to Overtopping
and Overtopping. The levee has a limited loading history with a maximum loading of
approximately 40% of the levee height. There is a moderate likelihood of animal control and
riprap revetment issues leading to embankment seepage and erosion respectively, but it is not
anticipated this seepage or erosion would lead to breach. The upstream segment of the system
would overtop prior to this segment, the leveed area would likely be inundated already if this
levee were to overtop. Shallow inundation depths are expected; vertical evacuation and shelter
in place are viable options for the population at risk. It is unlikely the entire leveed area would
be inundated; a breach of this segment would not likely backwater to the upstream portion of
the leveed area.

Levee System #5 Galli's: Low Risk
Risk Characterization: The risk associated with the Galli’s levee segment is considered Low for
both Prior to Overtopping and Overtopping. The levee has very limited loading history with no
significant levee loadings. Erosion damage from a 2006 event was repaired and the riprap
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revetment size was increased. The riprap revetment does not extend to the top of the levee;
erosion could be possible at higher events (anticipated velocities are estimated to be
approximately 8 fps). Embankment stability was also a concern due to the steeper side slopes on
the river side and the presence of large trees at the levee toe and on the riverward and
landward sides. Evacuation effectiveness is good for all factors. The overtopping frequency
concern is offset by the fact the upstream segment (Dykstra) will overtop before this segment
and the leveed area would already be inundated. Inundation depths (sheet flow) would be
shallow and the population at risk should be able to shelter in place or use vertical evacuation.

Levee System #5 Dykstra: Low
Risk Characterization: The risk associated with the Dykstra levee segment (Levee Safety Team
Identification number 5106) is considered Low for Prior to Overtopping and Low for
Overtopping. The levee has a height of 2 ft and a base width of 22 ft which restricts inundation
depths in the leveed area to mostly 2 ft or less. There are some concerns related to
embankment erosion under full load conditions as the levee has experienced erosion in past
flood events. However, erosion is not expected to breach the levee during a single flood event.
The potential for overtopping with breach is low due to low likelihood of breach during
overtopping and overtopping frequency of about 1/200 ACE. The Green River along the levee is
regulated by the Howard Hanson Dam, which will provide ample warning time for an
overtopping event. Inundation depths are predicted to be shallow and the population should
have the ability to shelter in place or use vertical evacuation.

2.4.5. OPTIMIZATION OF FLOOD RISK REDUCTION
The following table (Table 2-13) summarizes the key risk drivers based on consideration of the 2018
Levee Inspections, Risk Characterization, Levee Screening Performance Factors (embankment seepage,
stability and erosion) and repair history. A qualitative optimization ranking based on these factors is
presented below. Supplemental information on each of the locations for planned capital projects is
presented in Chapter 3.
Table 2-13 Flood Risk Reduction Optimization

Levee
System

Levee
Segment

#2

Lower Russell Unacceptable Levee Segment Rating
due to extensive slope failure. Levee
Screening Risk Characterization not
completed, however high population
at risk and levee risk factors prior to
overtopping.

Highest

Planned Capital Project

#1

Tukwila

Highest

Three Capital Projects and
deficiency corrections
through maintenance repairs.

King County, Washington

Risk Consideration/Driver

Multiple areas of slope stability
concerns with very steep riverward
slopes and visible depressions. High
Levee Screening Risk Characterization
including very high life safety risk and
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Optimization
Ranking

Risk Reduction Action/
Response
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Levee
System

Levee
Segment

Risk Consideration/Driver

Optimization
Ranking

Risk Reduction Action/
Response

high property damage during flood
events. Two Unacceptable inspection
items. Tukwila certification studies
indicating large portions of the system
have inadequate factors of safety.
Extensive levee repair history.
Multiple unresolved inspection items.
#4

Horseshoe
Bend

Steep slopes noted in several locations.
High Levee Screening Risk
Characterization including high life
safety risk and high property damage
Extensive levee repair history. The City
of Kent has completed certification
studies. Multiple unresolved
inspection items.

High

Two Capital Projects and
deficiency corrections
through maintenance repairs.

#2

Upper
Russell

New inspection items identified in
2018. Levee Screening Risk
Characterization not completed,
however high population at risk and
levee risk factors prior to overtopping.

High

Kent addressing erosion and
completing culvert
inspections

#2

DesimoneBriscoe

Slope stability concern noted at two
locations Levee Screening Risk
Characterization not completed,
however high population at risk.

Moderate

Floodwall effectiveness
monitoring. Maintenance
repairs planned.

#2

Myers Golf

Levee Screening Risk Characterization
not completed, however high
population at risk.

Moderate

Maintenance repairs planned.

#2

Galli’s

USACE approved levee safety action
classification 4

Moderate

IRRM study to evaluate levee
height

#2

Dykstra

USACE approved levee safety action
classification 4

Moderate

IRRM study to evaluate levee
height

#3

Signature
Point

No unresolved inspection items

Moderate

Programmatic actions
planned related to a culvert

#2

Kent Shops

No unresolved inspection items. Levee
Screening Risk Characterization not
completed, however high population
at risk.

Moderate

No maintenance repairs
planned

#2

Narrita

No unresolved inspection items. Levee
Screening Risk Characterization not

Moderate

No maintenance repairs
planned

King County, Washington
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Levee
System

Levee
Segment

Risk Consideration/Driver

Optimization
Ranking

Risk Reduction Action/
Response

completed, however high population
at risk.
#5

Reddington

King County, Washington

Segment rated as Acceptable. Recently
completed setback levee. Outfalls
inspected 2018.
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No maintenance repairs
planned
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